The Doctors Baby

A Romance With Very Unexpected
Twists.... Anna is pulled from the sea after
a boating accident but she has no memory
of her life before that. Thankfully, her
young and handsome doctor is devoting his
life to the goal of getting her back on her
feet and reconnected with her old life. As
the two of them spend more time together
they slowly find they are falling in love
with each other and when Anna discovers
she is pregnant it would seem like life has
presented the two of them with the perfect
gift.
However, as Anna begins to
remember her past it turns out that having
the doctors baby is not going to be as
simple as she first hoped... This is a sexy,
sweet and sometimes thrilling read that you
should not miss out on. So scroll up and
Buy now with 1 click to get reading this
right away! Warning: The Doctors Baby is
an interracial romance bwwm featuring a
curvy black woman and a white man and
pregnancy themes. It does feature scenes of
a sexual nature so please only read if you
have an interest in themes like these.
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